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"Crude in massing, clumsy in detail, noisy, some-
times dangerous, fretted with large signs and bad 
graphics, these buildings provide us with a familiar 
brass knuckle esthetic -- anesthetic we have accepted, 
until recently,. with tolerance; .•. " 
Architectural Record, May 1972 
According to the January 1, 1976 issue of Engineering 
News-Record, approximately 43% of the dollar volume 
of new construction plans in 1975 was in industrial 
buildings. Despite the fact that they are such an 
important part of our society, that their building 
mass leaves a permanent , imprint on our landscape, and 
that millions of workers spend half . of their waking 
hours there, little thought or effort is put into 
industrial architecture. 
T~e lack of concern in this area of architectural prac-
tice is rather alarming. First of all, according to 
Robert Jensen of Architectural Record, industrial build-
ings are judged in terms of three basic values: 
economy, efficiency, and clarity. These are just the 
values that the movement of Modern Architecture was 
invented to express; to these we have only recently 
added a concern for the environment. 1 
Furthermore, the urgencies of time and economy in 
industrial architecture, for which were made many ex-
cuses for poor building quality, are now often the 
providing ground for many professional disciplines 
that find their way into general practice. Phased 
construction, systems building, and construction 
management are examples of techniques now gaining 
application and definition in other building types. 2 
4 
For these .reasons and because of the unlimited poten-
tial I have seen for industrial building during my 
travel in Europe, I have decided to attempt the design 
of an industrial building. Due to the long association 
my late father and I have had with the owners, manage-
ment, and employees of Greenwood Packing Plant in 
Greenwood, South Carolina, I will design a new facility 
for their company. 
16 m
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HISTORY 
The term functionalism is so closely associated with 
modern architecture that it is thought to be an inven-
tion of today. However, a functional architectural 
I 
tradition has persisted throughout history. It emerged 
I 
most notably at the beginning of the nineteenth century 
when the sudden expansion of trade required the creation 
of a new building type: the industrial building. 3 
At this time, factory architecture was the only sphere 
of building in which basic functional needs were given 
top priority. Probably owing to the sheer necessity 
of the industrialist and the lack of a previous building 
tradition ·, the flctory freed itself from the outmoded 
fashions of the time. 4 These buildings derived their 
character from the way in which the challenge of func-
tion was met and the remarkable architectural qualities 
they had in common. Among these qualities were a 
breath-taking scale and power; a forthrightness, sim-
plicity and clarity of form; a subtle modeling of solid 
and void; and an expressive use of building materials. 5 
In the early buildings of the Industrial Revolution, 
it is apparent that the real architectural achievements 
of the nineteenth century were made by engineers who 
were exploiting the discoveries of science in new 
7 
structures, new materials, and their relation to 
purpose. 6 At the same time architects preoccupied 
themselves with the fluctuations of stylistic fashion 
and ignored the field of industrial development. 
As the years passed, the more enlightened architects 
began to appreciate the close connection between the 
functional and social reasons for the existence of a 
building and its resulting structure and treatment. 
This design phildsophy was most apparent in the field 
of industrial building which had an existence based on 
efficiency in layout, purpose and appearance. In this 
way the simple framed structures with plain ungarnished 
treatment began to find favor and provide inspiration 
to architects. 7 
In the 1930's, these pioneer architects, strongly in-
fluenced by industrial building, fought to free 
architecture from the strict adherence to style in 
which the academies had confined it for 100 years. 
These men were cdncerned wi~h gaining freedom to make 
the most of the newly discovered techniques and materi-
als.8 The first buildings by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe 
in the United States and the early work of Walter 
Gropius gave emphasis to the importance of that 
FORM GIVERS 
previously anonymous architecture. 
Thus, industrial building developed and asserted .it-
self in the shadow of an architecture of eclectic 
decoration. 9 Modern architecture may owe much to 
changing aesthetic ideals and more to advances in 
building technology; however, it derives its basic 
nature from the industrial building principle that 
8 
the design of a structure begins with a close analysis 
of the needs it is to serve, as logically and economi-
cally as possible, by taking full advantage of the 
means and materials available. 10 The emphasis of 
industrial architecture on technological preciseness 
and other quantifiable factors allowed this phase of 
building to come closest to the essence of the Modern 
11 Movement. 
At this point, it is necessary to analyze the under-
lying factors which give form to industrial buildings. 
In the United States this phase of architecture can be 
clearly distinguished from that of other countries in 
its clearly functional approach to the problem. 12 As 
a result, the industrial process has been the major 
determinant in the form and treatment of industrial 
building in this country. 
9 
Process can have a two-fold effect on building form. 
First, in the case of a huge steelworks, the gigantic 
structures of reservoirs and hydro-electric plants, or 
a nuclear reactor, the elements of the process or 
stages in the process have a very definite physical 
implication on the form that these industries take. 
However, in t h e case o f the minor industries, the 
major determinants of form are the systems that allow 
the process to occur: the natural and artificial 
lighting systems, the structural system, and the spe-
cial environmental systems required for the process. 
Process has not always been the major design determi-
nant. In terms of building form, early factories were 
massive multi-story structures. Their dependence on 
the transportation and labor supply of the city forced 
them to locate in areas where space was scarce; hence, 
the buildings had to go upward. However, multi-story 
structures had several disadvantages. They had 
production lines on several levels, had high floor 
I 
loads, required large traffic areas for vertical 
transportation, and needed expensive fire protection 
measures. With the advent of mass production and 
improvements in transportation, industries began a 
move out of the, city to open spaces where single story 
10 
production lines began to give horizontal expression 
to industrial building. 
For a time architects sought to express the different 
steps of industrial process in the building form. 
This trend was noted in the 1930's by Albert Kahn, 
head of the world's largest architectural and engi-
neering firm specializing in industrial building 
construction: 
"Obviously it is often necessary to have 
a plant composed of separate buildings, but 
it is (our) practice to house the entire 
plant in one building ... Multiplicity of 
buildings increases construction costs due 
to the number of exterior walls, intervening 
courts occupy space which can be used more 
advantageously for production, and their 
maintenance is expensive. Heat losses 
through exterior walls are also greater ••. 
As processes change, as departments shrink 
or expand, or as new departments are added, 
the advantages of the single structure be-
came apparent. In the case of plant 
expansion •.. no existing building will ~e 
in the path of the proposed addition."1 
Understandably, in the United States, the trend is 
toward the completely flexible superunit in which all 
processes are accommodated within a neutral structural 
14 
system. 
11 
Lighting in nineteenth century factories was exclusively 
from daylight received through side windows. As a re-
sult the factories had to be long and narrow. For 
buildings of great width, however, side lighting 
called for uneconomic rooms of great height. Therefore, 
at the beginning of the nineteenth century, the in-
creasing area requirements for production gave rise 
to the era of skylighting. Until a very short while 
ago, this movement had a very important influence on 
building forms in the realm of industrial develop-
15 
ment. 
In recent years it has been accepted that artificial 
lighting has several advantages over natural lighting. 
It allows shift work to take place under constant 
lighting, night and day, and makes easier the provision 
of even temperature and humidity conditions. It has 
a more constant quality, is much healthier, and allows 
greater compactness of floor areas, with larger inside 
areas available for equipment and furniture. Further-
more, it allows a simpler roof structure with less 
maintenance and creates fewer structural and functional 
limitations to changes in spaces. The chief disad-
vantage of artificial lighting has been the lack of 
visual contact for the workers to the outside world. 
12 
This need is met by the use of horizontal ribbons of 
glass, vertical slot windows, interior patios, or 
strong color schemes. 16 The movement toward exclusive 
use of artificial lighting has caused a profound 
change in the character of the modern American factory; 
it has moved from a building with a very open light 
feeling to a building with a heavier, closed, more 
massive feeling. 
Structures in steel were among the first important 
innovations made in early industrial buildings. Until 
recently a primary requirement of industrial buildings 
was a structure with large spans in conjunction with a 
skylighting system. Although skylighting is no longer 
necessary, the increasing size of production areas has 
made the need for long spans more important than ever 
to insure maximum flexibility of the production area. 
Furthermore, today, the clarity of structural expres-
ston has become not only an end in itself but also the 
result of the integration of all service requirements 
needed for a certain process. According to Ludwig 
Hilbersheimer: 
"Clarity of structure presupposes not only 
understanding of structure but the develop-
ment of its characteristic order. There is 
freedom to choose a structure; but once 
chosen, there is freedom only within its 
limitations. To discover these limitations 
and to develop the structure accordingly is 
the requisite of any architectural work."17 
13 
The strength and clarity of structure has been and 
continues to be an extremely important facet of indus-
trial expression. 
Environment gives form to the external expression of 
those particular industries where maintenance and 
control of a particular set of working conditions is 
essential. The provision of special controlled en-
vironments has been greatly aided by the development 
of mechanical service systems in recent years. The 
perfection of air conditioning and artificial venti-
lation have virtually eliminated the use of natural 
means of controlling temperature and air movement. 
The improvement of these systems of controlling 
interior environments along with the extensive use of 
artificial lighting has had a very strong influence 
on the fenestration, surface treatment and form of 
industrial building. 
With the emphasis on process, Albert Kahn set forth 
40 years ago a set of design criteria which must be 
taken into account in a well-conceived master plan for 
an industrial building. 18 It is interesting to note 
that many of these criteria are exactly the same as 
those required by today's industry. 
Among these requirements were the following: 
Straight line production: Various departments 
for successive operations must be located to 
effect a si~ple and direct production flow. 
This will keep material handling, and cross-
over or retracing of the production line to 
a minimum. 
Flexib ility : A departmental layout must permit 
rearrangement in accordance with changes in 
production methods or plant expansion. The 
long term value of an industrial building is 
decisively influenced by comprehensive long-
term planning. Existing plants which have 
enlarged for years without any overall concept 
have faced great difficulties. 19 In this 
light, prefabricated building has developed to 
offer a comprehensive and flexible system 
within which to lay the framework of the so-
lution to any problem. 
Generous column spacing: Interior columns 
14 
THE PROBLEM 
should be spaced as far apart as economically 
as possible to allow free location of machinery 
and free movement of materials. 
Properly located services: Elevators, stairs, 
locker rooms and toilets, since they are re-
latively permanent features, must be located 
where they best serve their purpose and do . 
not interfere with the flow of production. 
Mechanical services should be located so that 
they can be easily reached for maintenance, 
repair or expansion. 
15 
Low first and upkeep costs: Skillful design and 
efficient use of materials can reduce initial 
costs and maintenance expenses. The attitude 
toward econbmic feasibility is slightly dif-
ferent today since most industrial clients 
consider life-cycle cost more important than 
initial cost. 
With this rather uniform set of criteria, and the same 
basic determinants on form, industrial building today 
faces a grave problem. The demand for flexibility, the 
development of air conditioning and artificial lighting 
and the use of single story processing in a single 
PROPOSAL 
16 
building have all pointed industrial architecture in 
one direction toward the large, neutral rectangle 
which expresses little or nothing about its internal 
workings. Since industrial building seems to be 
governed by so many other factors such as production 
run~, time cycles, and mechanisms of the process, the 
architect seems to be limited to the task of a hazily 
defined "aesthet_ic consultancy. 1120 In short, indus-
trial. architecture has become a multitude of small 
cladding units used to wrap amorphous shapes without 
any intelligible structure. 21 
It is relatively easy to give -architectural expression 
to very large industrial buildings such as steelworks, 
hydro-electric _plants and nuclear reactors. However, 
what happens to the majority of industrial buildings 
which do not have the possibility for monumental ex-
pression? The key word appears to be clarity. When 
these minor industries begin to exhibit a clarity in 
purpose, layout, structure, and form which express the 
nature of the particular industrial process, then they 
will qualify as truly autonomous examples of architec-
ture. 
To achieve this clarity architects will be dealing in 
17 
a much less tangible realm of architectural communica-
tion: the use of imagery and symbolism. 
The use of image is particularly important in the design 
of those factories which must become almost a symbol 
for the corporation, the product, or the process. 
Image has become increasingly important to industrial 
c~ients in influencing public relations. Although a 
particular image is difficult to achieve because it re-
lates directly to the way people perceive a building, 
this is one of the -important means of clearly expressing 
the nature of the industrial process. 
Symbolism, too, is a means of clearly communicating the 
purpose and organization of a set of industrial build-
ings. In cases where form or surface treatment has 
been dictated by an important design consideration, 
this form then begins to take on a symbolic meaning. 
It expresses the reality of the internal function and 
begins to relate inside to outside. 
However, symbolism and imagery can be helpful in reaching 
the desired clarity of form, layout, and appearance 
only when they make use of the elements of the language 
of today's industrial architecture: the systems, 
FUTURE TRENDS 
18 
methods, materials and production coherent with tech-
nical progress. In this way industrial buildings can 
return to being the most simple, the most sincere way 
of representing reality whether this be figurative, 
. 1' h ' 1' h' 1 22 h' l' soc1a, tee n1ca, or arc 1teatura . Int is rea 1ty 
is our link to the tradition of industrial building and 
the intent of the Modern Movement. 
Fort_unately, as .industry continues to progress new 
levels of achievement continue to be established. In-
dus~rial archite6ture once made excuses of the urgencies 
of i ime and econbmy to place esthetic and environmental 
I j 
priorities low on the value scale. However, the forced 
improvement of health, and safety regulations as well 
as the stricter control of industrial atmospheres and 
lighting by organized labor; the rising appreciation 
of the value of building appearance on public image; 
and the increase in attention given by the public to 
ecology have turned industrial architecture around. In 
this light, Phillip J. Meathe, Jr., president of Smith, 
Hinchman, and Grylls, sees five major trends in the 
practice of architecture for industry. 23 
The first major trend has been the increasing concern 
of large industrial clients of the impact on the 
19 
community of decisions affecting their plants. The 
social, economic, aesthetic and ecological inter-
relations between the location of a plant and its 
environment is of increasing importance. Therefore, 
the architect is being cailed in to urban planning or 
set down a set of general principles of orderliness to 
preserve the greatest range of possible options for 
future development. He is also asked to plan the 
conversion of old plants for new use, do impact studies 
I 
for the introduction or removal of a plant from a par-
ticular community and plead the cause of environmental 
24 
control. 
The second trend is the increasing role of color and 
graphics. Color is advantageous in identifying dif-
ferent work departments within large buildings and in 
aiding industrial safety programs. It provides human 
scale and psychological identification for the workers~ 5 
Furthermore, color is an important feature in combating 
the boredom of the large industrial interiors where a 
worker spends a great deal · of his time. 
The th~rd major trend is the increasing concern for 
landscaping. A change in people's attitude toward the 
ecology makes the concept of blending a building into 
20 
its environment more and more attractive. Earth berms 
are particularly successful in minimizing the bulk of 
an industrial building. Furthermore, the consistent 
temperatures of earth next to occupied spaces can help 
reduce air conditioning loads inside the building. 26 
Management is aware that industry is part of the com-
munity and must show its desire to keep the community 
attractive. The exterior treatment of a plant and its 
grounds can often signal its attitude toward the corn-
.. . 27 
rn1n1ty. 
The fourth trend has been the increased investment in 
machines and automation. This effect on architecture 
is extremely important in terms of the increased or 
diminished space requirements. 
The fifth trend is the increasing necessity to become 
familiar with the Occupational Safety and Health Act · 
(OSHA). Safety is an important consideration in indus-
trial efficiency; accidents mean a loss of man-hours 
and a retraining of new employees. 
CRITICAL 
FACTORS 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
STRAIGHT-LINE PRODUCTION FLOW 
CLARITY IN PURPOSE, FORM, LAYOUT 
DEMANDS OF THE PARTICULAR PROCESS 
LOW LIFE-CYCLE COSTS 
FLEXIBILITY 
WORKER SATISFACTION 
USE OF COLOR/GRAPHICS 
IMAGERY 
SYMBOLISM 
EXPRESSIVE USE OF MATERIALS 
LANDSCAPING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY LlBRARY. 
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the 
-eat packing 
industry 
HISTORY The American meat industry began near Springfield, 
Massachusetts, in 1641 when William Pnychon started 
salting down beef and pork products and packing them 
in barrels for shipment to other colonies and the West 
Indies. 
After the American Revolution, the growth of commerce 
and production caused the rapid development of many 
industrial centers with large populations. Since local 
farmlands could not produce the necessary livestock to 
feed the populous centers, the corn producing areas of 
the Middle West began to fill the cities' needs for 
livestock production. 
As livestock production moved westward, the needs of 
the local communities and the larg~ cities, and the 
necessity to move livestock long distances to market 
necessitated the establishment of specialized businesses 
or meat packing plants in cities along the Ohio and 
Mississippi Rivers. In contrast to butchers and earlier 
packing houses that only served local communities, 
these plants began to extend their services by shipping 
animal carcasses to distant Eastern markets by use of 
the available water transportation. As a result of its 
favorable location on the Ohio River, Cincinnati, later 
24 
k no wn as the "Po rkopol i s," was among the first Middle 
Western t owns to reach importance as a slaughtering 
and meatpacking center. 
As cattle production moved further westward to meet 
the country's growing demand for beef, great ranches 
began to grow west of the Mississippi, particularly in 
Texas. In 1842 these ranchers, watching the meat-
hungry markets in the Northeast, began the era of 
cattle trailing. Cattlemen soon found a profitable 
market in Corn Belt as a stopping off place for fat-
tening cattle before shipment to market. Livestock 
was driven over established trails and transported to 
collection points of which Cincinnati and later Chicago 
a~d St. Louis became the most important. 
With the development of railroads, river towns began to 
lose their supremacy to those favorably located at rail-
road junctions or shipping points. The most important 
of the new centers, Chicago, established central live-
stock markets just before 1850. Its location near 
ample river, lake, and rail transportation set the stage 
for its future a ~ "Packinghouse USA. 1128 
After the Civil War more intensified industrialization 
25 
and increased immigration contributed to the rapid 
growth of cities and, in turn, stimulated the rapidly 
growing demand for meat. However, to meet this de-
mand, the meat industry faced three major problems. 
First, there was no transportation for Far West cattle 
to Eastern markets. Second, the transportation of 
fresh meat was a problem because refrigeration was 
unknown. Third, there was a lack of leadership in the 
industry to match itself against . the obstacles facing 
the meat packers. Fortunately, solutions to these 
three pressing needs developed at about the same time. 
With no railroads in the Far West, the reopening of 
the better known cattle trails in the late 1860's 
meant cattle still had to be driven long distances to 
railroad loading points to be shipped to market. The 
completion of the first transcontinental railroad in 
1869 opened up the Great Plains and allowed its great 
supply of livestock to be tapped directly. In the 
early 1870's great railroads began to penetrate the 
vast ranges of Texas and the Southwest. Due to the 
increasing role played by railroads in moving live-
stock to market and its location at an important rail-
road junction, Chicago continued to grow in importance 
in the meat industry. By 1970 it was the largest 
26 
cattle center in the country. 
The biggest obstacle to the growth of the industry was 
· removed with the invention of refrigeration and 
refrigerated transport. The shipment of live animals 
eastward for slaughter was very costly due to the vast 
amount of bulk and weight, 60% of which was useless to 
the Eastern consumer. Furthermore, Midwest packers 
slaughtered fresh beef for local consumption only; 
beef produced for shipment had to be salted or cured 
to the dissatisfaction of Easterners .who wanted fresh 
beef. The development of the first practical refrig-
erator car by G.H. Hammond in 1875 allowed fresh meat 
to reach Eastern markets and changed meatpacking from 
a local business into a long distance business. 29 
Unable to compete with cheaper areas of -production in 
the West, Eastern stockyards and Eastern butchers 
stirred up prejudice against Western beef. Fortunately 
at this crucial time in 1875, Gustavus F. Swift and 
Phillip D. Armour, later to become leaders in the pack-
ing industry, arrived in Chicago. They were instru-
mental in the development and use of their own 
refrigerator cars to ship meat eastward. As meat 
continued to arrive in Eastern markets in excellent 
27 
condition, prejudice waned and Western dressed beef 
became known as the "best in the world. 1130 
With the new and better markets for Western beef, the 
resulting rapid growth of the range cattle business 
changed beef production in the Corn Belt states. Feed 
lots could be filled with Western cattle at lower cost 
than local cattle could be raised. Thus, the beef 
business here became largely a finishing operation. 
With this increase in importance of the Midwest, Chicago 
grew rapidly as America's meatpacking center. However, 
as the railroads had moved deeper into cattle country, 
livestock yards and packing plants began to develop at 
natural marketing points. By the 1890's the meatpacking 
industries of such population centers as Kansas City, 
Omaha, Sioux City, Des Moines, St. Louis, Ft. Worth, 
and St. Paul began to seriously compete with Chicago. 
At thi s time c e rtain c onditions in the American meat 
industry favored the development of a national packer 
with large scale plants and operations. Only a large 
company having facilities for nationwide distribution 
could assemble the necessary quantity of cattle in 
producing regions, gain the economies of large scale 
28 
production, including complete utilization of by-
products, and still maintain an efficient selling 
organization to dispose of fresh meat in far away 
markets. 31 In 1902 to fill the country's need for a 
national type packer, there was a movement toward con-
centration of a considerable portion of the interstate 
business in the hands of a few companies who were 
equipped f or nationwide distribution. 
This increase in size and concentration of the meat-
packers was the forerunner of considerable trouble and 
criticism that has continued to the present day. 32 In 
their position as feeders of America's millions and 
employers of thousands, packers had to struggle in 
their relations with the government, the public, and 
their employees. 
The violent ups and downs of meat prices gave rise to 
a suspicion that the meat packers were somehow to blame. 
In 1905 the large packers were indicted in President 
Roosevelt's "trust busting" campaign, but were dismissed 
ori a technicality. However, the opinion that the meat-
packing industry was a monopoly exploiting the public 
'l d 33 preva1. e. 
29 
In 1905 and 1906 muckraking articles and books like 
Upton Sinclair's The Jungle exposed the horrible labor 
conditions and the poor sanitation of the large meat-
packing plants. Politicians and journalists continued 
the campaign against the packers for cleanliness, 
better working conditions, and participation in a 
nebulous trust. Finally, all stockyards and packing-
h~uses were brought under federal investigation. As 
a result the Federal Meat Inspection Act of 1906 was 
I 
passed and extended to those companies engaging in 
interstate commerce. The industry welcomed the inspec-
tion law to reassure the public of the complete whole-
someness of its products. 34 
In the period foilowing World War !, . public sentiment 
toward the industry hit a new low. To combat prejudice 
I 
and public opinion the National Live Stock and Meat 
Board was created in 1922 to conduct educational cam-
paigns on the value of meat in the diet and to create 
a wider market for livestock products. The industry 
also began to develop agencies for intra-industry 
cooperation and industrial unification. 
While· the industry as a whole was undertaking a great 
campaign to unify and organize, it was also undergoing 
30 
the most fundamental and important change in its his-
tory. It was beginning a decentralization process as 
plants began to establish themselves at interior points 
in livestock producing regions. This decentralization 
resulted chiefly from an increase in direct marketing 
of liyestock to slaughterers. The switch to direct 
marketing was brought on by the improvement of the 
national highway system and the increasing use of motor 
trucks for transport of livestock. Truck transportation 
was infinitely more flexible to the shipper's needs; 
the short hauls to interior packers meant less animal 
h . k d I t . . . 35 s rin age an grea savings in transportation costs. 
I 
i 
Meanwhile, the big packing companies at central markets 
required a steady supply of livestock daily to make ef-
ficient use of their large labor forces and huge storage 
spaces. With the increase in direct marketing, the 
central markets, so important to the large packers, 
declined. The large packers, once on the outskirts of 
towns, found themselves in the center of cities. Many 
plants were obsolete; traffic conditions were slow; and 
taxes had increased with land values. To keep businesses 
profitable, a movement of dismantling of old plants and 
erecting modern ones closer to areas of livestock pro-
duction got started. 
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The development of irrigation and high-yielding hybrid 
sorghums in the area northward from Texas to Nebraska 
caused a new trend in feeding area from the Corn Belt 
to the Feedlot Belt. The spread of the feedlot business 
into the open western spaces naturally speeded up the 
decentralization process and dictated the need for 
smaller packers near the livestock supply. Meanwhile, 
the emergency of the Southern states as important pro-
ducers of cattle forced the establishment of the nec-
36 
essary packers nearby. 
This move toward decentralization provided a technical-
economic basis for the growth and development of many 
smaller independent packers. 37 No longer did the four 
biggest packers, Armour, Swift, Wilson, and Cudahy, 
control as much as 40% of the industry's annual sales. 38 
As they moved to producing areas, the independents 
1 
were developing into increasingly more efficient, di-
versified organizations. Huge multi-purpose plants 
were replaced by smaller specialized institutions 
I 
designed for the most efficient handling of one kind 
of meat. 
One of the most important of these independent packers 
has been Iowa Beef Packers, which recently became one 
32 
of the nation's leaders. They got ahead by capitalizing 
on the industry's handicaps: inefficient location and 
outmoded plants. They carefully scattered small plants 
in the richest Midwestern cattle ranches where they 
could buy directly from the farm to eliminate com-
missions and marketing charges. Furthermore, in 
contrast to conventional tall plants that relied on 
vertical gravity flow for animal processing and that 
minimized land investment, Iowa Beef Packers used 
horizontal flow and an overhead conveyor system. The 
operation is speeded up and plants are kept simple in 
a time of high construction costs and in an area of 
relatively inexpensive land. 39 
It is in marketing, however, that Iowa Beef could have 
its greatest impact. Historically, meatpacking has 
been~ dis-assembly process. The route from packer to 
consumer has been terribly inefficient with many mid-
dlemen, each doing something and taking their cut of 
the profit. New meatpackers, Iowa Beef in particular, 
are attempting to become more efficient by including 
more operations within the industry. 
First of all, to meet the fast growing demands of small 
retail stores, hotels, restaurants, and institutions 
33 
for uniform cuts of meat, packers are doing more 
fabricating by breaking , down carcasses and packing the 
broken cuts in boxes for shipment. Iowa Beef is now 
heavi~y promoting the idea of boxed beef to its super-
market chain customers; they show how an efficient 
boxed beef program can help them redirect meat depart-
ment man hours from carcass breakdown to higher profit 
I h · h' f . areas. There are ot er areas in w 1ch boxed bee is 
made more efficiJ nt than carcass beef. Shrinkage is 
held to a minimuJ ; marketing life is greater; and the 
I 
product is more than offset by less investment in 
! 
butchering machirtery and great savings in freight 
charges which now adds 8¢ per pound to beef at the 
40 
retail level. 
Secondl y, in response to the changing pattern of Ameri-
can living, packers are putting more emphasis on 
reassembly by getting more involved in "convenience 
foods" such as sausages, frankfurters, canned hams, 
41 
and pre-cooked frozen hamburgers and steaks. Meat 
packers are absorbing these operations in an effort to 
cut out the unnecessary middlemen between packer and 
consumer and improve the industry's traditionally 
narrow profit margin; the additional fabrication and 
reassembly offers a substantial potential for increasing 
FUTURE TRENCS 
34 
labor productivity in meat processing through the use 
of fully mechanized central fabrication and packaging 
f ·1•t• 42 ac1. 1. 1..es. 
There are several other important current trends in 
the meat packing industry. First of all, due to the 
development of small specialized interior plants, it 
is obvious that the future packinghouse will not be a 
dual purpose structure for extended processing and 
storage; instead it will be a plant through which 
animals and meats will be pushed into consumption as 
rapidly as possible. 43 . 
Secondly, there will be an increase in popularity of 
prepackaged frozen fresh meats due to their convenience 
of handling and extension of storage life. 44 For 
packers this means large investments in guide-freezing 
facilities and a marked increase in freezer and cooler 
storage space for surplus products. 
Thirdly, as packers do more fabricating and reassembly 
they will attempt to establish retail outlets by selling 
anything from a broken-down carcass to individual cuts; 
they may even establish joint ventures with large super-
markets or go on their own by using refrigerator truck 
35 
trailers of portion cut meat transported on jets. 45 
This opening of retail outlets could mean a reverse 
shift to locate closer to the product markets and the 
consumers. 
packinghouse design 
. . 
and construction 
HISTORY. Even with the establishment of t he first meatpacking 
plants in cities along the Ohio ar.d Mississippi Rivers, 
the indus-c..ry was still seasonal ar.d could not be con-
ducted during the warmer months. Up to the Civil War, 
the meatpacker was usually a warehouseman who packed a 
farmer's livestock on commission as swiftly as possible 
and tried to ship the meat before the rivers froze over 
or before warm weather set in again. At this time dres-
sing was done without any machinery. 
In the 1860's some packers began to use natural ice re-
frigeration. The entire top floor of a plant was a huge 
ice bunker with air ducts leading to the process and 
storage areas below. However, it was a very cumbersome 
operation; the ice house was so huge, to be effective, 
that it often dwarfed the rest of the plant. 
The invention of refrigeration and refrigerated trans-
portation removed the biggest obstacle to the growth of 
the meat industry. It permitted wider distribution of 
fresh meat ·products from central slaughterhouses and 
made possible the growth of large meatpacking firms with 
full scale, year round operations. The modern chilled 
meat trade originated in 1865 with the Robins brothers 
who refrigerated poultry and game in New York City. 
• 
The first refrigeration plant in connection with.a 
packinghouse was set up in Chicago about 1880. 46 
With the development of large packing companies at 
terminal livestock markets, slaughtering and proces-
sing were put on an assembly line basis. By 1891 
38 
some of the more progressive plants were equipped with 
steam powered machinery such as hoists, dehairers, 
presses, silent cutters, dryers, refrigeration com-
pressors, and grinders. 47 Since steam was the source 
of power, individual boiler and engine rooms were lo-
cated throughout the plants; boilers were fired by 
hand and power was transmitted by line shafts and belt 
d . 48 rives. 
Around the turn of the century, most of the large meat-
packing companies built their largest and most highly _ 
m~chanized plants. These first specialized packing 
houses were four and five story structures built on the 
gravity principle. The animals were walked up ramps to 
the top floor of the building where they were slaughtered. 
The product flow continued steadily downward as the car-
casses moved from floor to floor for various stages of 
processing until they entered the enormous storage areas 
at the lowest level. 49 In terms of labor, this was 
• 39 
considerably cheaper than raising carcasses from a lower 
level or trucking them horizontally. 
In 1905 and 1906 the muckracking articles and books 
brought on an investigation of the sanitary conditions 
of these huge packing plants. Plants investigated at 
this time were generally wood construction with exter-
ior walls of brick and wood. They had brick floors and 
brick interior walls which were painted up t .o several 
feet above the floor and whitewashed above that. These 
plants were particularly susceptible to fire. They were 
often_ descr i bed as wet and damp; the windows were usually 
inadequate and unclean. Cold storage insulation often 
consisted of only two hollow walls; wooden walls were 
liable to early decay and caused continuous maintenance 
so problems. 
The passage of the Meat Inspection Act of 1906 provided 
a strong push for equipment and processing rooms which 
could be cleaned more easily. In the search for an im-
pervious and easily washable interior wall surface, first 
white enameled brick and glazed tile were the early ma-
terials adopted. The introduction of electricity was a 
big step forward in the technological as well as sanitary 
improveme nt of the packing plant. In addition to 
40 
providing electric lighting, electricity allowed the 
use of a central power plant and electric motors to 
replace the numerous individual boiler and engine rooms 
as well as the belts and pulleys which previously trans-
mitted ste am powe r to moving equipment. 51 
The problem, however, remained to devise "some sort of 
more permanent and, at the same time, continuously 
satisfactory type of architecture" for a rapidly ad-
vancing industry. In 1909, architect P.A. Kley noted 
that having occasion to study the construction of slaugh-
terhouses fr6m heavy wooden construction, to reinforced 
concrete structures, to steel frame buildings with con-
crete floors and beams fireproofed in concrete found the 
last to be most suitable to packer needs. It was fire-
proof, relatively permanent, and able to be reconstructed 
or enlarged. 52 However, in 1911, the value of reinforced 
concrete construction was clearly demonstrated at the 
Parker-Webb plant in Detroit when an uncontrolled fire 
destroyed only the roof and did not penetrate below the 
concrete covering of the top floor. 53 
In the 1930's a number of significant technological im-
provements were made in meat operations. Mechanical 
stunning of animals was introduced. The first step in 
41 
eliminating floor operations in beef dressing in favor 
I . 
of the overhead rail conveyor was made by Swift and 
Company. Although not completely successful it paved 
the way for a system later installed by Canada Packers 
Limited in 1949. In the years that followed almost all 
American meatpacking plants converted to this system 
and today use it, or modifications of it, almost with-
t t . 54 ou excep ion. 
New curing and smoking techniques reduced the length of 
the process and naturally required less space. This 
space, however, was replaced by expanded refrigeration 
facilities. This lower temperature storage gave packers 
greater marketing flexibility and maximum storage life 
for mild-cured smoked meats. The invention of sausage 
stuffing and linking machines eliminated most of the 
hand labor involved in those operations. 55 
As the meatpacking industry began its move to the live-
stock producing areas, there was a definite change in 
the character of its plants. Instead of the conventional 
tall plants that used gravity flow for animal processing 
and that minimized land investment, plants became a single 
story and used horizontal flow facilitated by electric 
power and the overhead conveyor system. The operation was 
speeded up and plants were kept simple in a time of 
high construction costs. 56 
42 
In 1949 one of the first large single story slaughtering 
and processing plants was built by Hormel and Company in 
Fremont, Nebraska. This plant with its windowless struc-
ture, s ing l e oper a ting £loor, central air conditioning 
and completely flexible interior space was a radical 
departure from old ideas. It made use of the most ad-
vanced material handling techniques to speed up the 
manufacturing process. Wide speedways were kept open 
around three sides of the working and cooler area for 
movement of the product by lift truck and conveyor 
chain. Moving tables and horizontal flight conveyors 
were used in almost all operations to minimize handling 
of the product going to curing, canning or smoking op-
erations. Utilities were in a loft above the working 
57 
area. 
In an effort to reduce labor costs, plants have con-
tinued to improve their technology with such develop-
ments as semi-automatic slicing and weighing systems 
for packaged bacon by Tobin Packing Company in 1955; 
computerized sausage formation by Armour, Oscar Mayer, 
and Swift from 1955 to 1957; and continuous-process 
43 
frankfurter systems by Swift in 1959. 58 Today nothing 
in the suggestion of completely automatic plants is not 
I 
applicable to the meat industry where a great number of 
conveyors are used with human operators, As the new 
technology adapts itself to meatpacking operations, 
there will be a decline in the number of unskilled or 
semi-skilled employees necessary to operate a given plant. 
This trend toward fewer workers in the industry, despite 
the steady increase in the volume of meat production, 
can be seen in the following statistics: I . 
Employment Statistics 
in lOOO's of Persons 
\ 
1947 1954 1958 1963 1965 
Census Reports 
All Employees 
Production Workers 
Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Production Workers 
Dressed Weight o·f Pro-
cessed Animals 
Billions of Pounds 
252.9 265.2 
201.6 201,6 
20.5 23.4 
249.6 
187.4 
202.6 
24.7 
229.3 
175.0 
187.3 
29.759 
180.4 
F .UTURE TRENDS At the present there are several other important trends 
in the design and construction of meatpacking plants. 
First of all, packing plants will continue to seek 
44 
greater advantage of modern methods of inplant trans-
portation to reduce labor costs, minimize handling, and 
speed up processing ~GO This is particularly important 
because the smooth flow of animals will implicitly elim-
inate potential sources of contamination. 61 Further-
more, cutting and handling of trimmings will be combined 
into the same space to eliminate chuting, chute cleaning, 
and the produce deterioration resulting from a pile up 
f t . 1 . . t t . . 62 o ma eria in a separa e r1rnrn1ngs room. 
Second, as packers do more fabricating and reassembly, 
larger p r oeuc tion areas will be turned to these oper-
ations and more freezer and cooler space will be 
required to hold surplus products. 
Third, there will be a constant effort to lower short 
term maintenance costs of equipment and materials in an 
environment not conducive to long life. The surface 
deterioration and corrosion prevalent under packing-
house conditions are particularly objectionable in areas 
handling edible products; thus, much experimentation 
has been done to gain longer life of materials by gal-
vanizing, painting or using noncorrosive metals, such 
as stainless steel. 63 Some new plants are making use 
of foam urethane wall panels covered with Glasbord 
I 
facing for ease of maintenance and long life. The 
idea of a mechanical loft which protects plant ser-
vice -lines from the hostile interior environment is 
gaining great popularity as a means of reducing 
b ' ld ' d . 6 4 h · ui ing an maintenance costs. Furt ermore, in 
45 
order to reduce hard-to-clean situations, plants are 
getting away from multi-level structures, plant 
additions, cramped spaces, and exposed piping. 65 
Fourth, with its ever improving technology, it is 
becoming increasingly important to plan for flexibility 
and expandability by keeping the plant layout as free 
as possible from any fixed, permanent or special 
features . Prefabr icat ed building systems and interior 
wall partition systems allow easy expansion and com-
plete flexibility of interior spaces to match the 
changing processes in the industry. As a re?ult of 
their fireproof qualities, relative ease of maintenance, 
and speed of erection, precast concrete units are 
gaining increasing popularity. 
Fifth, the most important trend has been an increasing 
concern by packers to improve their image in the 
community, resulting in more attention to building 
exteriors. With the change in people's attitude 
46 
toward the ecology, management is aware that industry 
must demonstrate its desire not to spoil the country-
side and the community, but instead to keep them 
attractive. The manufacturer of a quality product 
must project this type of image with his physical 
plant facilities. 66 With the amount of prejudice 
mounted against the meatpacking industry through the 
y~ars, this move has been of extreme importance. 
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As a tool in the design process, the case study is 
particularly helpful in studying the past successes 
and failures of others who have attempted to solve a 
similar problem. For purposes of this terminal project, 
I have chosen to analyze three very different plants. 
The first is an older plant which functions very simi-
larly to Greenwood Packing Plant and thus has many of 
the same problems. The other two plants are innovative 
institutions each specialized to process a single type 
of meat. The analysis of these buildings is limited 
to their layouts, production flows, and any important 
innovations they introduce. 
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NAME: Superior's Brand Meats 
LOCATION: Massilon, Ohio 
ARCHITECT: H.M. Dickinson 
TYPE OF PLANT: Slaughtering, fabricating and complete 
processing of beef and pork. 
CONSTRUCTION COMPLETION DATES: A series of additions 
dating from 1954-1970. 
Superior's Brand Meats is an older company which handles 
the full gamut of fresh beef and pork products, pro-
cessed meats, and smoked meats. It basically uses a 
straight line product flow from one end of the plant 
to the other. All slaughtering, primal breaking of 
fresh meats, sausage processing, and shipping occur 
on the upper floor of the two level structure. The 
lower level contains all smokehouse ·curing, rendering 
of inedible materials, welfare rooms for the- employees, 
and mechan ical rooms. {Figures 1 & 2.) 
The chief problem with the plant is that it has under-
gone a series of five expansions over the last twenty 
years without the aid of a long range expansion pro-
gram. As a result the plant has a number of small 
walled-in cells that disrupt product flow, hinder 
52 
flexibility in department arrangements, and make sani-
tation efforts difficult. There are a number of 
crossovers and reverses in product flow, particularly 
in the smokehouse areas on both levels that force 
unnecessary product handling and slow down processing. 
Furthermore, the lack of a planned expansion program 
will make it extremely .difficult to make future plant 
additions without interfering with produce flow and 
losing valuable production time. 
53 
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NAME: Iowa Falls Plant, Farmland Food, Incorporated 
LOCATION: Iowa Falls, Iowa 
CONSULTING ENGINEERS AND ARCHITECTS: Globe Engineering 
Company, Chicago 
TYPE OF PLANT: Pork slaughtering and fabrication 
CONSTRUCTION COMPLETION DATE: 1973 (Pork cut department) 
This Iowa Falls plant is one of the new breed of spe-
cialized packing plants designed for the efficient 
handling of one type of meat. The plant is not a 
dfal-purpose structure; there is only slaughtering, 
carcass breakdown, and packaging without any extended 
processing. (Figure 3.) 
In terms of layout, this pork cut department is an ex-
cellent example of the efficiency that can be achieved 
using a straight line product flow. Hog sides are 
brought into the department by overhead rail conveyor 
to the main break-up conveyor. As . the carcass moves 
along this conveyor, it is broken down into three major 
cuts: the ham, the shoulder, and the belly. Each is 
placed on one of three moving tables perpendicular to 
the main break-up conveyor. Along these three tables, 
each major cut is again broken down into smaller parts 
55 
which are graded, weighed, individually wrapped, and 
1 d . h. . 67 pace ins 1pp1ng cartons. 
The empty cartons arrive at the packing stations in 
the pork cut by way of one of five overhead conveyor 
lines from the box make-up room. Moving cartons over-
head greatly lessens the risk of damage from wetting 
during clean-up, of being misused, or of being ex-
cessively soiled. Then all boxes are conveyed into 
the combination holding and shipping cooler. If the 
product is not to be shipped within a day's time, it 
is moved to the nearby freezer for storage. 68 
The compactness achieved by breaking down and pack-
aging the entire carcass in a single space is extremely 
advantageous; it speeds up processing by eliminating 
between operation transportation as well as the need 
for intermediate holding and chilling areas. Another 
noticeable feature of the plant is its roominess. This 
additional. space permits safe but rapid operation of 
industrial trucks, permits easy servicing of various 
power cutting tools and conveyors, and aids a quick, 
yet thorough sanitizing effort. 69 
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NAME: Amarillo Beef Plant, Iowa Beef Packers 
LOCATION: Amarillo, Texas 
CONSULTING ENGINEERS: Texas Amarillo Systems Company 
TYPE OF PLANT: Beef slaughtering and fabrication 
CONSTRUCTION COMPLETION DATE: June 1975 
This Amarillo plant is another of the new specialized 
institutions designed for handling only the slaughtering 
and complete carcass breakdown of cattle. (Figure 4.) 
The most innovative feature of the plant is its spiral 
stockyards. Corners in cattle pens, which can scare 
any livestock animal to the point of resistance, result 
in many unnecessary bruises and consequent dollar losses. 
The use of spiral stockyards eliminates corners. Fur-
thermore, the pens, which are narrower at on~ end than 
at the other, allow handlers to get cattle into single 
file for slaughter with a minimum of handling. The 
entire yard pitches toward the center where a single 
gutter collects animal waste when the area is washed 
down. The stockyards are built elevated so that the 
cattle face no ramp corning out of the trucks, thus 
eliminating many broken legs. 70 
Movement of cattle into the chute for entry irtto the 
kill floor has also been changed to a circular flow 
to eliminate brusing. Steps have been substituted 
58 
in the arrive ramp because tests show that with steps 
cattle have less tendence to balk and try to back up. 
Another important innovation is the use of a down-
ward lander for cattle after stunning. This makes 
back foot shackling much easier; the carcass never 
falls to the floor but rises immediately as it is 
introduced into the dressing area. 71 
For processing, the plant is roughly divided into 
two parts: a slaughtering-dressing section and a 
fabrication section. After slaughtering, the carcass 
moves through the hot box to the sales cooler where 
the beef is graded. At this point, the plant has a 
shipping area where the decision is made whether to 
send the carcass out to carcass beef customers or on 
to the fabricating section for complete boxed beef 
processing. 
CRITICAL 
FACTORS 
COMMUNITY IM.AGE 
REDUCTION OF IN-PLANT TRANSPORTATION 
EXPANDABILITY AND FLEXIBILITY 
LOWER MAINTENANCE/INCREASED SANITATION 
OPENN~SS AND ROMINESS IN PLANT LAYOUT 
INCREASE IN FABRICATION AND FREEZER STORAGE SPACES 
SPIRAL STOCKYARDS 
SPECIALIZED PLANTS 
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Greenwood Packing Plant began operation in 1919 under 
the name of Greenwood Abattoir. Its founders, Dr. W.A. 
Barnette and Mr. W.P. Corley operated a public slaugh-
tering operation for the local farmers and local 
markets. Several years later, under pressure from the 
city, the abattoir was closed. In 1927 the present 
company, Greenwood Packing Plant, was chartered. The 
plant continued to slaughter for local markets and 
began manufacturing processed items under its own 
brand name of Carolina Pride. The plant prospered as 
livestock production in the South increased. In 1957 
a building program was begun and the plant went under 
federal inspection to allow it to expand its market 
area out of the state of South Carolina. Since then 
the plant has undergone a series of expansions as it 
has attempted to meet the increasing demand for its 
products. 
In terms of size and marketing area, Greenwood Packing 
has to be called a regional packer. Due to its loca-
tion near its livestock supply and its market, it is 
consistent to the trend for decentralization in the 
meatpacking industry. Its supply of livestock comes 
from the following areas: 
62 
Tennessee 
Alabama Georgia 
Florida 
Figure 5. 
O LIVESTOCK SUPPLY. 
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Figure 6. O MARKETING AREA 
South Carolina 50% 
Georgia 35% 
North Carolina 10% 
Florida 5% 
In turn, i ts marketing area consists of all of South 
Carolina; the metropolitan areas of Charlotte up to 
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the Raleigh-Durham area in North Carolina; the metro-
politan areas of Atlanta, Augusta, and Macon in Georgia; 
and the Jacksonville-Orlando area in Florida.(Figures 5 & 6.) 
Since there is only one other federally inspected plant 
eq~ipped for slaughtering and processing in South 
Carolina, Greenwood Packing has relatively little com-
petition from in-state packers. 72 In this region, its 
chief competition comes from Lay Packing Company in 
Knoxville, Tennessee and Valleydale Packers out of 
Bristol, Virginia. 
In contrast to modern plants that are specializing in 
the efficient handling of one type of meat, the manage-
ment of Greenwood Packing has had a long policy 0£ 
keeping a full line of beef and pork products to pro-
tect itself in the event that one or more products 
should develop marketing problems. Therefore, the 
present operation includes the purchasing, slaughtering 
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and complete processing of about 250 to 300 cattle 
and 800 to 1000 hogs daily. Its edible products can 
be put into four categories, each of which accounts 
for 20 to 30% of the company's sales: fresh beef, 
fresh pork, smoked meats and manufactured meats. Fresh 
beef and pork carcasses are sold to area chain stores 
such as the Red and White, Bi-Lo, and Community Cash. 
Beside this carcass trade, Greenwood Packing also does 
a very small volume of boxed beef and hamburger trade 
with local institutions, hospitals and restaurants. 
The smoked, cured and manufactured meats or sausages 
are sold in all food stores throughout the marketing 
area under the Carolina Pride label. 
The plant itself is basically a three level structure. 
(Figures 7, 8 & 9.) It has offices and welfare areas on 
the third level; slaughtering, fabricating, manufactured 
meats, packaging, and shipping on the second level; and 
smoking and curing on the first level. 
Since it has undergone a series of expansions similar 
to that of Superior's Brand Meats, Greenwood Packing 
I . 
has many of the same problems. "It has become a series 
of small cells which disrupt product flow, .hinder 
flexibility, and make sanitation difficult. The 
69 
constant adaptation of the plant during the expansions 
has made many spaces inadequate for their present 
usage and has created a number of crossings or re-
tracings in product flow. In particular, the beef 
production department needs additional chill, cooler 
space, fabrication area, and freezer storage. As the 
bbxed beef business is promoted and begins to gain the 
popularity it has gained in the Midwest, Greenwood 
Packing will definitely need additional space for 
further carcass breaking, boxing, and freezer storage. 
The present lack of freezer space severely limits the 
company's carcass breaking operations and forces them 
to rent costly freezer storage in Greenville. The 
poor location of existing freezers forces a back-
tracking of product flow away from the shipping area. 
The sausage kitchen areas work quite well; they only 
require additional boning room space. On the other 
hand, the smoking and curing department is a maze of 
production line crossovers. Furthermore, bellies, 
which are pumped, smoked, and pressed in the basement, 
must be moved upstairs and acro$S the plant for 
tempering, slicing, and packaging. 
70 
Another distinct problem created by the plant's con-
stant adaptation is the long maze-like route that 
employees must follow from their plant entrance 
through the welfare areas to the various production 
areas. 
Final·ly, in contrast to the straight-line flow of 
many other plants, Greenwood Packing has au-shaped 
production flow. The items which require a shorter 
production route run on the inside while the longer 
production routes flow around the perimeter. While 
u-shaped flow accommodates the different production 
runs quite nicely, it makes an incremental expansion 
system difficult to achieve since many of the inter-
ior production areas have no direction in which to 
expand. 
ORGANIZATION 
EMPLOYEES 
71 
The company is owned and directed by a group of three 
brothers, sons of Dr. Barnette, the company's founder. 
Company organization consists simply of a number of 
departments each with its own foreman or supervisor. 
According to the company's personnel office, as of 
April, 1975, the plant employed 446 persons: 252 
male and 194 female; 297 black and 149 white. 
The keeping of records, the sales promotion, and the 
I 
administrative operations are performed by the pro-
fessional and clerical group, the white collar workers 
who make up a very small proportion of the plant's 
work force. 
A relatively small number of skilled workers are neces-
sary in the maintenance department to keep the building 
itself, the refrigeration system and the other equip-
ment in good operating condition. 
The other two-thirds of the jobs in the slaughtering 
and meatpacking operation are unskilled positions of a 
simple repetitive nature. These workers do not begin 
with a definite entry occupation and climb a certain 
ladder of jobs. The new worker is generally employed 
at the unskilled level and trained for the particular 
WORKER 
CONDITIONS 
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task he is to perform. A study of training times for 
workers in the industry indicates that one half of the 
workers require several months training, less than a 
third require several months training, less than a 
third require at least six months, and only a fifth 
require more than six months. As the worker acquires 
skill at his position, he is able to advance to the 
top rates of pay within his occupation. Frequently, 
however, a worker in one department can be promoted to 
a position in an entirely different department upon 
recommendation of his foreman. For example, a worker 
may be moved from a slaughtering or processing opera-
tion to a meat cutting department where a little greater 
skill is necessary to know the animal's anatomy, the 
various cuts of meat and how to make the cuts with the 
minimum amount of waste and damage to the carcass. 73 
Among these unskilled workers lie most of the labor 
problens associated with the meatpacking industry; the 
poor reputation for housekeeping practice, the lack of 
care of equipment and the relatively high rate of 
turnover and absenteeism. These problems are created 
simply by the nature of the labor performed: the 
prolonged stay at one job with no opportunity to move 
up, the worker's realization that he is a dispensable 
73 
item, the monotony and lack of identity of work of a 
highly repetitive nature and the hostile packinghouse 
environment. 
These problems with labor can be somewhat abated by 
physical improvements in a plant's working conditions. 
Physical considerations include the provision of 
adequate lighting without glare, sufficient ventilation, 
good temperature control, and attractive welfare facil-
ities such as locker rooms, a cafeteria, and medical 
facilities. These physical considerations, particularly 
the welfare facilities, can go a long way to increasing 
employee morale and confidence in the company. 
Presently, Greenwood Packing's employee facilities con-
sist only of small locker rooms and a very cramped 
uninviting reading area for lunch and break periods; 
improvements in this area could have surprising results. 
Psychological considerations can have even greater re-
sults in solving labor problems. The psychological 
effect of confinement causes the human body to fatigue 
rapidly within very confined spaces; therefore, workers 
74 
must have space to stretch and relax body muscles. 
Although workers do not like to work alone,. they like 
to have a little space around them so they are not too 
74 
I 75 
close to walls, equipment, or other workers. 
Safety is another key factor in this area. Fear of 
potential injury makes workers uneasy and cuts down on 
worker efficiency. 76 Conscious of this fact and re-
alizing that accidents can be a costly loss in terms 
of man-hours and retraining of new employees, plant 
management is constantly striving to improve safety 
in industry. Fortunately, Greenwood Packing,with its 
excellent safety record well above the national average 
in the industry, has no problem in this area. 
Perhaps the most important psychological factor is the 
use of color. A brighter more attractive working 
environment can improve employee attitude and increase 
the desire to maintain a neat work space? 7 In extremely 
large' plants, color can provide human scale and area or 
job identification for the individual worker? 8 In 
addition, certain color associations can affect people's 
moods and temperments. The following colors produce 
these reactions in people: 
yellow good cheer 
green 
blue 
purple 
little effect on human emotions 
calming 
depressing 
75 
red exciting 
orange powerful stimulant79 
In this light, color can be extremely important where 
temperature is a factor, as in the packing plant; . 
for example, blues and greens have cooling effects 
while red, orange, ivory and cream have warming effects. 
Finally, cclor coding of dangerous pieces of machinery 
and plant service lines can be an important factor in 
. ' 1 t f BO improving pan sa ety. 
The most important factor in solving labor problems 
and increasing employee satisfaction is in the realm 
of management policies: wages, benefits, and employee-
employer relations. The unskilled nature of most of 
the packinghouse labor means most positions are easily 
filled by new workers. Naturally wages and employee 
benefits are regulated by the law of supply and demand. 
This fact is of particular importance in the Greenwood 
area where the recent influx of industry has created 
a rather severe labor shortage. Consequently, to stay 
im competition for the scarce labor supply, Greenwood 
Packing had to make tremendous improvements in wages 
and benefits for its workers. Today, the wages and 
benefits offered by Greenwood Packing are comparable 
76 
to other industries in the area. Naturally this has 
somewhat improved the employee attitude and reduced the 
high turnover rate. 
CRITICAL 
FACTORS 
STRAIGHT-LINE PRODUCTION FLOW 
CLARITY IN LAYOUT 
LOWER MAINTENANCE 
INCREASE IN FABRICATION AND FREEZER STORAGE SPACE 
INCREMENTAL EXPANSION SYSTEM 
USE OF COLOR/GRAPHICS 
IMPROVEMENT I N WELFARE FACILITIES 
77 
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The intent of this terminal project is design a new 
facility for Gre~nwood Packing Plant in Greenwood, 
South Carolina. This facility must handle approx-
imately 300 cattle and 1,000 hogs daily; it must 
produce the full gamut of meat products from fresh 
beef to fresh pork to manufactured meats to smoked 
meats. Emphasis will be placed on an efficient plant 
layout which allows incremental expansion, a building 
system which will meet the demands of the meatpacking 
process, and a clarity of overall architectural ex-
pression. 
goals 
80 
In order to make sufficient improvement over the de-
sign and layout of the existing facility and to justify 
the cost of a new building, the following design goals 
taken from the critical factors in the background re-
search must be met: 
PROCESS LAYOUT 
Must have straight-line flow. 
Must be flexible. 
Must reduce inplant transportation. 
Must be easily expandable. 
SPACE PROGRAM 
Must allow openness and roominess in production 
areas .• 
Must allow flexible room arrangements and cer-
tain amount of expansion. 
Must provide an increase in fabrication and 
freezer storage space. 
Must provide an increase in welfare facilities. 
SITING 
Must present a clean, progressive image to the 
community. 
Must respect the surrounding neighborhood en-
vironment. 
Must use landscaping to reduce the mass of the 
building. 
BUILDING FORM 
Must have a clarity in purpose, form, and lay-
out. 
Must symbolize or represent the nature of the 
process. 
Must exhibit an expressive use of materials. 
Must decrease maintenance problems and aid 
sanitation. 
Must use the innovation of spiral stockyards. 
STRUCTURE 
Must allow sufficient spans to meet the demands 
of the process and its equipment. 
Must allow openness and roominess in plant -lay-
out. 
Must be able to expand incrementally. 
81 
PSVCHO•SOCIAL FACTORS 
Must improve and expand welfare facilities. 
Must make good use of color and graphics to 
82 
liven up the hostile packinghouse environment. 
Must seek to give workers identity as individ-
uals or small groups, 
Must allow openness and roominess in plant 
layout. 
Must allow a clarity in plant layout for workers 
from welfare facilities to production areas. 
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GENERAL 
CRITERIA 
Due to the perishable nature of meat products and 
the specific environment needed to keep them safe 
84 
for human consumption, sanitation and building materi-
al maintenance are the two key considerations in 
packinghouse design. As a result, all building ma-
terials should be impervious, easily cleanable and 
resistant to corrosion and wear. Floors should be 
constructed of such durable materials as concrete, 
floor tile, brick and synthetic materials. Interior 
walls and ceilings should be flat and smooth and 
should not have excessive ledges or crevices which 
wpuld be difficult to clean. These surfaces should 
be white or light colored to increase light reflec-
tion and to promote sanitation. Whenever practical, 
materials that do not require painting should be 
used. For sanitation coves of sufficient radii for 
cleaning should be installed at the juncture of 
floors and walls, and floor drains must be provided 
at regular intervals to carry away the immense 
amount of water used in processing and cleaning. Any 
windows in production areas should be at least three 
feet or more above the floor to avoid damage from 
product movement; window ledges should be sloped at 
45° to promote sanitation. Doorways through which 
product is transferred by overhead rail or in hand-
trucks should be wide enough so there is no contact 
SERVICES 
with the product; 
are necessary. 
in most cases five foot doors 
85 
Even well distributed artificial lighting without 
glare is required except in rare instances where 
natural lighting can be used. Twenty foot-candles 
is the minimum lighting required in work areas and 
fifty foot-candles is the minimum in inspection 
areas. Adequate ventilation is always necessary to 
prevent stagnation of air. This may be accomplished 
by natural means using windows or skylights in wel-
fare areas or work rooms or by mechanical means in 
r~frigerated work areas. Fresh air intakes should 
be located so that the air is not contaminated with 
odors, dust or smoke. Artificial ventilation 
systems should produce six complete air changes per 
hour. 
The meatpacking process requires a number of mechan-
ical services: electricity, hot and cold water, 
steam compressed air, fire sprinklers, air condi-
tioning and refrigeration. The most important of 
these, refrigeration, is required to keep all meat 
production areas at so°F. To reduce in-plant 
maintenance and to allow the lines to be serviced 
or expanded without disturbing production areas, 
86 
packers are getting the mechanical lines out of pro-
duction areas into mechanical lofts or completely 
outside the building. 
The following pages are a summary of the major 
activity and space requirements which provide a de-
sign criteria for the location and design of the 
major departments within the plant. 
DEPARTMENT 
FUNCTIONS 
LOCATION DETERMINANTS 
NO. OF EMPLOYEES 
TIMES IN USE 
STORAGE REQUIREMENTS 
SERVICES REQUIRED 
SAFETY FACTORS 
ACOUSTICAL FACTORS 
AREAS 
Livestock pens 
Receive incoming livestock 
Hold livestock until slaughter 
Locate convenient to cattle unloading 
point 
Shield from view and smell of visitors 
Locate close to slaughtering department 
3 to 5 
Active at night when livestock arrive 
280 cattle at 24 square feet each 
1,000 hogs at 6 square feet each 
Water 
Adequate drainage 
Raise unloading area to truck bed level 
to permit easy unloading of cattle 
Avoid corners to reduce livestock 
bruising 
Cover the pens to protect the animals 
from the elements 
Isolate objectionable livestock noise 
from surrounding areas 
Pens 
Scale Room 
Livestock Office 
Toilet (1 lav., 1 w.c.} 
12,720 
150 
160 
40 
S.F. 
S.F. 
S.F. 
S.F. 
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DEPARTMENT 
FUNCTIONS 
LOCATION DETERMINANTS 
NO. OF EMPLOYEES 
Slaughtering/dressing 
Slaughter livestock 
Prepare carcass for shipment or further 
processing 
Locate near livestock pens 
58 45 rnale/13 female 
TIMES IN USE Cattle dressing in morning 
Hog dressing in afternoon 
SERVICES REQUIRED Artificial lighting 
Hot and cold water 
Stearn 
Electricity 
Compressed air 
Air conditioning 
Floor drainage 
88 
TRANSPORTATION FACTORS Overhead rail conveyor for carcasses 
Industrial truck container for offal and 
inedible products 
SAFETY FACTORS Provide floors with rough surfaces that 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS 
HEIGHTH 
REMARKS 
do not become slippery 
Cattle rail: 16' above the bleeding pit 
12' 3" in dressing areas 
Hog rail: 11' in dressing areas 
Floer t o ceil i n g height: 18' to 20' 
Roominess is critical for sanitation and 
product movement. Slaughtering is 
one of the few areas where natural 
lighting and ventilation can be used 
to advantage. 
AREAS Cattle knocking pen 
Shackling area 
Cattle dressing 
Hog stunning 
Bleeding pit 
Scalding vat 
Hog dressing 
Equipment wash 
Equipment storage 
4 5 S • F • ( 5x 9) 
72 S .F. (8x9) 
5000 S.F. 
35 S.F. (5x7) 
240 S.F. (12x20) 
640 S.F. (10x64) 
5000 S.F. 
600 S.F. 
400 S.F. 
89 
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DEPARTMENT Chilling coolers 
FUNCTIONS Lower rapid ly carcass temperatures with 
an elevated temperature spread and 
higher air velocities without inducing 
shrinkage. 
Hold carcasses until further processing 
LOCATION DETERMINANTS Locate adjacent to slaughtering/dressing 
areas. Place in an interior section 
of the plant to minimize energy loss 
through exterior walls. 
SERVICES REQUIRED: Refrigeration 
Artificial lighting (high pressure so-
dium vapor or fluorescent fixtures) 
Floor drainage 
TRANSPORTATION FACTORS Overhead rail conveyor (for carcass 
movement) 
Industrial truck container (for movement 
of offal) 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS The top of the cattle rail to floor: 
11 ft. 
The top of the hog rail to floor: 9 ft. 
Carcass spacing from cooler walls (to 
promote sanitation and to protect 
wall finishes from damage): 3 ft. 
REMARKS The dampness and low temperature make 
AREAS 
material deterioration a problem; as 
much steel as possible should be 
eliminated from the area. 
Cattle chill 
Hog chill 
Offal chill 
Detention Cage 
carcasses) 
3000 S.F. 
3000 S.F. 
1000 S.F. 
(For condemned or suspect 
40 S.F. 
DEPARTMENT 
FUNCTIONS 
LOCATION DETERMINANTS 
NO. OF EMPLOYEES 
SERVICES REQUIRED 
Fresh beef and pork cutting/offal 
boxing 
Break down beef carcasses in quarter 
carcasses, primal cuts and limited 
individual cuts. 
Break pork carcasses for boxing, or fur-
ther processing 
Box offal 
Position adjacent 24 hour chill coolers 
Locate near processed meats and cured 
meats production areas 
Provide easy access to freezer storage 
or shipping cooler 
70 24 male/46 female 
Refrigeration 
Artificial lighting 
Hot and cold water 
Steam 
Electricity 
Compressed air 
Floor drainage 
Fire sprinklers 
TRANSPORTATION FACTORS Shift in emphasis from overhead rail 
conveyor to moving conveyor and in-
dustrial truck container 
SAFETY FACTORS Clearly mark industrial truck routes 
Make provisions to keep the trucks from 
darn.aging wall finishes 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS Industrial truck routes: 
91 
One way traffic - 3' + width of one truck 
Two way traffic - 3' + width of two trucks 
REMARKS 
AREAS 
Roominess is important for sanitation, 
product movement, and maintenance. 
Since total plant refrigeration makes 
92 
the use of skylights and windows im-
possible, the use of color and graphics 
is important in livening up the work-
ing environment; warm colors like reds 
and oranges can be important in 
psychologically raising room tem-
peratures. 
Packaging materials should have easy access 
to these areas. 
Beef sales cooler (for 
primal cutting) 
Sales cooler office 
Beef cutting/boxing 
Pork cutting/poxing 
Offal boxing 
quartering and 
2000 S.F. 
120 S.F. 
2000 S.F. 
2500 S.F. 
1500 S.F. 
DEPARTMENT 
FUNCTIONS 
LOCATION 
DETERMINANTS 
NO. OF EMPLOYEES 
Processed meats 
Bone,grind, mix, cook, and chill fresh 
sausage and cooked sausage 
Position near beef and pork cutting 
areas and 24 hour chill cooler 
Provide direct access to packaging area 
57 24 males/33 females 
SERVICES REQUIRED Hot and cold water 
Refrigeration 
Artificial lighting 
Fire sprinklers 
Compressed air 
Steam 
Electricity 
Floor drainage 
TRANSPORTATION FACTORS Industrial truck containers (for boned 
meats) 
93 
Metal trees on an overhead rail conveyor 
(for meats moving through cooking 
operations) 
SAFETY FACTORS Provide floors with rough surfaces that 
do not become slippery 
Mark clearly all industrial truck routes 
ACOUSTICAL FACTORS Isolate the noise from the Ranger peeler 
at the end of the continuous frank 
line 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS Floor to cei ling heighth 18 to 20' 
The continuous frankfurter line 12' x 74' 
REMARKS 
AREAS 
94 
Adequate space must be provided in the 
sausage kitchen for a pile up of meat 
awaiting processing. 
Color and graphics would be particularly 
important in improving worker morale 
and in livening up the working en-
vironment . 
In these areas, flexibility and expandability 
are particularly imp0rtant due to improving 
technology and the increasing interest in 
convenience foods. 
Boning 1600 S.F. 
Holding area for trimmings 1000 S.F. 
Fresh sausage kitchen 1400 S.F. 
Sausage kitchen 6000 S.F. 
Office 120 S.F. 
Office · 100 S.F. 
Continuous frank line (12'x24')1184 S.F. 
Smoke oven assembly 1200 S.F. 
Smoke ovens 2 (each 16x24) 768 S.F. 
2 (each llx20) 440 S.F. 
Sausage drill 4000 S.F. 
Laboratory 600 S.F. 
Equipment wash 1600 S.F. 
DEPARTMENT 
FUNCTIONS 
LOCATION DETERMINANTS 
NO. OF EMPLOYEES 
95 
Smoked and cured meats 
Pump and cure or smoke hams, bellies and 
picnics 
Position directly adjacent to pork cutting 
area 
Provide direct access to packaging area 
46 20 male/26 female 
SERVICES REQUIRED Refrigeration 
Sprinklers 
Artificial lighting 
Hot and cold water 
Stearn 
Compressed air 
Electricity 
Floor drainage 
TRANSPORTATION FACTORS Metal "trees" on an overhead rail con-
veyor {through smoking operation) 
REMARKS Adequate space must be provided for 
AREAS 
assembly of products awaiting the 
smokehouses 
Weighing 
Purnping--harns 
bellies 
Long curing 
Smokehouse assembly 
Smokehouses (2@ 38xl4) 
Blast drill -- bellies 
Harn drill 
Harn boning 
Eq,-~i pment wash & storage 
Belly pressing 
Office 
240 S.F. 
1200 S.F. 
800 S.F. 
1400 S.F. 
1000 S.F. 
1000 S.F. 
1280 S.F. 
1200 S.F. 
800 S.F. 
1000 S.F. 
200 S.F. 
96 S.F. 
DEPARTMENT 
FUNCTIONS 
LOCATION DETERMINANTS 
NO. OF EMPLOYEES 
Packaging 
Prepare for shipment of all processed, 
smoked, and cured meats 
Pos i tion adjacent to sausage, ham and 
belly drill. 
Provi d e easy access to the shipping 
cooler, freezer storage, and dry 
storage. 
52 11 male/41 female 
SERVICES REQUIRED Refrigeration 
Artificial lighting 
Fire sprinkler 
Compressed air 
Steam 
Electricity 
Hot and cold water 
Floor drainage 
TRANSPORTATION FACTORS Table conveyors on packaging machinery 
Industrial truck for packaged products 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS Length of packaging machines and stack-
ing areas 60 feet 
AREAS Packaging 10,000 S.F. 
Packaging off 24 S.F. 
96 
DEPARTMENT Shipping cooler and freezer 
FUNCTIONS Store finished products 
Ship finished products 
Receive canned meats, spices, and pack-
aging materials 
LOCATION DETERMINANTS Locate adjacent to packaging area 
Provide easy access from pork and beef 
cutting areas 
NO. OF EMPLOYEES 37 - 9 males shipping cooler 
28 drivers 
SERVICES REQUIRED Refrigeration 
Artificial lighting 
Fire sprinklers 
Water 
TRANSPORTATION FACTORS Industrial trucks for movement of pal-
letized finished products to storage 
racks 
97 
Conveyors through storage racks for 
movement of shipping orders to loading 
docks. 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS 
REMARKS 
Floor to ceiling height 20' 
Pallet sizes are usually 48" x 40" 
The higher spaces for shipping coolers 
and freezers are attempts to make 
more efficient use of the cubic 
footage of a room for refrigeration 
purposes. 
Freezer storage is used for products which 
deteriorate rapidly, such as fresh pork 
fresh beef, and fresh sausage and to hold 
products which are not to be moved 
=ap i d l y . 
AREAS 
98 
The large size of the shipping area 
could mean color could play an im-
portant role in designating different 
product areas. 
The importance of the freezer in future 
packer operations makes it mandatory 
that it be located in an easily ex-
pandable position. 
Shipp i ng c o oler 
Assembly area 
Loading area 
Shipping office 
Drivers office 
1500 
1500 
150 
350 
S.F. 
S.F. 
S.F. 
S.F. 
Toilet (1 lav. 1 ur. 1 w.c.) 
Freezer storage 10000 S.F. 
Receiving (canned, frozen 
aging material) 
Purchasing office 
Dry storage 
Box make-up 
Spice storage 
meats, pack-
1200 S.F. 
150 S.F. 
6000 S.F. 
2000 S.F. 
2000 S.F. 
DEPARTMENT 
FUNCTIONS 
LOCATION DETERMINANTS 
SERVICES REQUIRED 
REMARKS 
AREAS 
99 
By-Products 
Process and ship meat by-products: cattle 
hides, blood, guts, hoofs, bones, and 
lard 
Locate hide storage area and inedible 
rendering areas such that the hides, 
blood, guts, hoofs and bones can be 
removed from edible product areas as 
quickly as they are removed from the 
carcass. 
Locate inedible rendering such that any 
unpleasant odors released will not 
disturb surrounding areas outside the 
plant. 
Artificial lighting 
Water 
Floor drainage 
Lard can either be boxed in small con-
tainers and frozen or put into large 
drums and shipped to extensive users; 
therefore,it requires easy access to 
the produce freezer. 
Inedible rendering 
Hide storage 
Salt room 
Hide shipment 
Lard rendering 
Lard boxing 
Toilet M(l lav. 1 ur. 1 
4000 S.F. 
2000 S.F. 
300 S.F. 
600 S.F. 
2000 S.F. 
1000 S.F. 
w. c. ) 
DEPARTMENT 
FUNCTIONS 
LOCATION DETERMINANTS 
NO. OF EMPLOYEES 
SERVICES REQUIRED 
ACOUSTICAL FACTORS 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS 
REMARKS 
AREAS 
100 
Maintenance and mechanical 
Provide the plant's required mechanical 
services 
Maintain the plant itself, its systems 
and its equipment 
Locate reasonably close to processing 
areas to avoid excessive service line 
r uns. 
Positio n maintenance and mechanical areas 
such that they don't intefere with 
plant expansion 
33 male 
Natural or artificial lighting 
Fire sprinklers 
Electricity 
Gas 
Isolate loud machinery from quieter of-
fice areas 
Floor to ceiling heighth should be ap-
proximately 20 feet for the boilers. 
The possibility to completely open up 
these areas to natural lighting and 
ventilation and to separate them 
entirely from the processing areas 
seems to be quite attractive. 
Compressor room 
Boiler room 
Maintenance area/storage 
Maintenance office 
Toilet (2 lav. 1 ur. 2 w.c.) 
Truck maintenance 
2500 S.F. 
2000 S.F. 
8000 S.F. 
150 S.F. 
6000 S.F. 
DEPARTMENT 
FUNCTIONS 
LOCATION DETERMINANTS 
SERVICES REQUIRED 
REMARKS 
AREAS 
101 
Office and welfare areas 
Provide areas to accomplish administra-
tive functions of the company 
Provide services for plant employees 
Locate near production areas and provide 
easy protected access to each de~ 
partment 
Position out of the direction of future 
plant expansion 
Air conditioning 
Natural and/or artificial lighting 
Electricity 
Fire sprinkler 
These areas should be isolated from any 
objectionable odors and noises since 
this is the portion of the plant that 
the public penetrates; thus a bold 
plant entrance is important expres-
sing the vitality of a company. At 
this point display areas are often 
introduced to explain the plant's 
production processes. 
The workers' entrance and the welfare 
facilities should be located along a 
clearly defined route from parking 
lots to the various production areas. 
Since these are areas where workers con-
gregate and relax, natural lighting, 
skylighting color, . and graphics are 
extremely important in livening up 
these spaces. 
Lobby 
Receptionist 
Henderson Barnette office 
300 S.F. 
96 S.F. 
240 S.F. 
Bill Barnette office 
Ed Barnette office 
Engineering office 
Sales office 1 
Sales office 2 
Conference room 
General office room 
Office storage/files 
Vault 
Comptroller office 1 
Comptroller office 2 
Comptroller office 3 
Offic e toi let 
Men ' s t oilet~ lav. 2 
Women's toiletl2 lav. 
Supervisor's conference 
Office lounge 
Display area 
U.S.D.A. office 1 
U.S.D.A. office 2 
U.S.D.A. office 3 
U.S.D.A. locker room 
U.S.D.A. toilet l2 lav. 
1 shower 
Personnel office 1 
Personnel office 2 
First aid 
Cafeteria (w/vending) 
Locker areas 
240 S.F. 
240 S.F. 
240 S.F. 
150 S.F. 
150 S.F. 
192 S.F. 
1500 S.F. 
300 S.F. 
150 S.F. 
150 S.F. 
150 S.F. 
150 S.F. 
300 S.F. 
ur. 1 w. c.) 
2 w.c.) 
room 600 S.F. 
200 S.F. 
200 S.F. 
150 S.F. 
150 S.F. 
150 S.F. 
300 S.F. 
1 ur. 1 w. c .) 
150 S.F. 
150 S.F. 
240 S.F. 
4000 S.F. 
Slaughtering and Dressing Departme nt 
45 male lockers/20 female lockers 
male toilet (2 lav. 2 ur. 3 w.c.) 
female toilet(l lav. 2 w.c.) 
Fresh Beef/Fresh Pork/Offal 
24 male lockers/46 female lockers 
male toilet(l lav. 1 ur. 1 w.c.) 
female toilet(3 lav. 5 w.c.) 
102 
Processed and Smoked Meats 
45 male lockers/60 female lockers 
male toilet(2 lav. 1 ur. 3 w.c.) 
female toilet(4 lav. 4 w.c.) 
Packaging 
20 male lockers/SO female lockers 
male toilet(l lav. 1 ur. 1 w.c.) 
female toilet{3 lav. 3 w.c.) 
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Based on a 30 month study of federally inspected 
plants in Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri, Kansas and 
Colorado, the six factors affecting the decision to 
relocate packing plants in order of importance are 
the following: 
1. Proximity to adequate supply of livestock 
I 
2. Availability and type of labor supply 
3. Transportation to major product markets 
4. Favorable sewage disposal arrangements 
5. Adequate water, fuel, and electricity at compe-
titive costs 
6. Availability of low-cost land, buildings and 
capital. 81 
Another factor of great importance which will be added 
to the list is community services and attitude. 
In order to choose a site for Greenwood Packing Plant 
it is necessary to analyze the advantages and disad-
vantages of its present location in terms of these 
seven factors. The plant now sits on the western-
most portion of a site of about 123 acres. The property 
is bounded on the east by U.S. Highway By-pass 72, 
on the west by Market Street, north and south by 
single and multi-family residential areas, the ma-
jority of which are dilapidated and deteriorating. 
, I 
111 1'11 l,:l 
Population 
Concentration 
ta 
Figure 10. 
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II Charlotte 
O AREA LOCATOR 
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Proximity To Raw Material Supply: Greenwood Packing 
Plant's location in northwestern South Carolina gives 
it adequate, reliable sources of livestock nearby; 
its position halfway between Charlotte and Atlanta 
and the heavily populated intermediate area gives it 
an excellent market for its products. From this 
I 
knowledge it appears that a new territory selection 
is not necessary, only the selection of a particular 
site within that territory. (Figure 10.) 
Labor Supply: Greenwood Packing is located on the 
east end of an east/west band which contains the 
overwhelming majority of Greenwood's black population. 
Since two-thirds of the plant's workers are black, it 
is obvious that the concentration of black population 
provides an important source of unskilled labor for 
the plant. It is interesting to note that, according 
to the personnel office, approximately 30% of the 
plant's workers walk to work and 75% live within a 
two mile radius of the plant. Furthermore, due to 
the recent influx of industry, Greenwood has experi-
enced a rather severe labor shortage. If Greenwood 
Packing were to relocate in another section of the 
city, many workers would find it less convenient 
to get to work and might well seek employment 
in one of the other local industries. Therefore, 
Greenville 
Anderson 
Abbeville 
and 
Athens 
McCormick 
Figure 11.· 
108 
Augusta 
McCormick O CITY OF GREEN\11/000 
Greenwood Packing should remain relatively close to 
its present location. (Figure 11.) 
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Transportation: Presently Greenwood is served by 
By-pass U.S. Highway 72 which forms a ring around the 
city and which intersects all major roads to the sur-
rounding towns. It provides an excellent route to 
the plant's major product markets. However, since 
G~eenwood Packing Plant is located immediately off 
New Market Street, an extremely narrow road which 
winds through several residential neighborhoods, the 
route from the plant to the By-pass continues to be 
a major problem area for the large tractor trailor 
trucks used to move livestock and finished products. 
Since the plant's property fronts the By-pass it 
seems logical that some means could be devised to 
bring all major truck traffic onto the site from 
this direction. 
Sewage Disposal Arrangements: Greenwood sends all 
its waste into the city sewage system. At one time, 
the plant had problems because excessive solid mate-
rials were going into the sewage system. Since then 
a clarification system has been installed to remove 
fats from the waste water; in addition, hog hair is 
carefully strained from the se~age, loaded on trucks 
110 
and taken to the city dump. Other materials normally 
associated with waste materials, such as blood, horns, 
hooves, and bones go into a rendering process in 
which · they are ground and cooked to make protein meal 
for livestock feeds. 
Adequate Water Fuel And Electricity At Competitive 
Costs: The Commission of Public Works provides 
Greenwood Packing with an almost unlimited supply of 
fresh water and a very limited supply of natural gas. 
Whenever supply will allow, the plant uses natural 
gas to run its boilers and smokehouses; when supply 
is low, the plant turns to fuel oil. Duke Power 
Company supplies the plant with electricity through 
a very inte=esting arrangement. When Duke Power came 
into the area to replace the Rural Electrical Asso-
ciation, Greenwood Packing provided them with an 
easement through the plant property in exchange for 
a freeze on electrical rates as long as the plant 
remained on its present site. Only the fuel adjust-
ment costs had to be paid. A Duke Power official 
recently estimated that this rate freeze saved 
Greenwood Packing approximately $13,000 in electri-
cal charges per month. Therefore, a move from this 
site could be a very costly proposition for the com-
pany. 
111 
Availability of Low-Cost Land, Buildings, And Capital: 
Finding a parcel of land which is large enough to ac-
conunodate the plant, which is relatively close to 
the present labor supply, and which has good access 
to the By-pass is a difficult proposition. Further-
more, with the recent conunercial development along 
By-pass 72, land costs have increased tremendously. 
The only low-cost land available is rather far re-
moved from the city and its labor supply. 
Conununity Services and Attitude: Policing of the 
plant and its grounds is handle~ by the plant's se-
curity guards; trash is compacted and picked up by 
a conunercial service. Fire protection, provided by 
the city fire department, is such that a truck can 
arrive at the plant in a matter of three to five 
minutes. Conununity attitude toward the plant has 
progressively improved with the modernization and 
improved outward appearance of the plant's physical 
facilities, a trend noted in the design and construc-
tion of meat packing plants. Furthermore, the plant 
has had a record of excellent relations with its 
surrounding conununity, due in part from the large 
percentage of employees that live in this area. 
However, the plant does pose some problems for the 
conununity: noise from livestock awaiting slaughter, 
112 
odor from manure that has accumulated in livestock 
pens, odor which is occasionally released from the 
inedible rendering plant, and danger to children in 
the residential area from truck traffic. Since the 
plant is bordered on three sides by residential areas, 
plant management has to be particularly outgoing in 
its relations with its neighbors. Nevertheless, Ed 
Barnette, one of the owners, is worried that an ag-
itator may use a small incident to force a plant 
shutdown either temporary or indefinite. For this 
reason, he is particularly anxious to either buy up 
surrounding land or find a more isolated location. 
In sununary, if Greenwood Packing were to rebuild, it 
would probably r elocate due to its dangerous access 
roads and its proximity to residential areas. How-
ever, it would probably choose not to pick an ex-
tremely new site because it would lose its proximity 
to its labor supply, would lose its rate freeze on 
electricity to Duke Power, and would pay a premium 
price for any land reasonably close to the By-pass. 
Therefore, the option that seems to offer the great-
est advantage for the plant to relocate on its own 
property, preferably on the easternmost portion of 
the property near the By-pass. This decision would 
allow convenient access for workers in the immediate 
113 
area, would maintain the plant's power rate freeze 
from Duke Power, and would give the plant a little 
more isolation from surrounding residences. Further-
more, the area is already zoned for industrial use by 
the local planning commission and has the necessary 
gas, water, and sewer lines nearby . . 
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Open 
· Forest 
e Care must be taken to iso-
late the noise and odors of 
ss the livestock pens from the 
surrounding residential 
neighborhoods. 
0 CONTEXT 
· t , 
Winter -~ 
Winds~ 
Summer ~ 
Winds ./ \l 
Vie ws 
t 
0 
1 16 
e The site is basically a ra-
vine cut into by a small 
stream. Primary views on 
site are from the By-Pass 
at the northeast corner of 
the property. Wind direc-
tion is an important con-
sideration in isolating 
livestock odor from the 
surrounding residential 
areas. 
NATURAL FEATURES 
New Market Street 
0 
117 
e Primary access is off the 
By-Pass on the east side 
ACCESS 
of the site. Any access 
from this direction should 
take advantage of the ex-
isting road bed. Major 
access for workers and the 
livestock trucks of Pulliam 
Trucking Company are off 
New Market Street on the 
west side of the site. 
ANO CIRCULATION 
~. 
- '\_ -.. ---
__ _... 
Electricity 
Sewer 
Water 
Gas 
-----·----
-·-·-·--·-
\ 
\ 
\By-Pass 
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e The site has nearby all 
the necessary utility lines 
for plant operation. Gas 
and water lines run along 
the By-Pass. Electrical 
power and sewer lines run 
across the site effectively 
dividing it in half. 
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Relatively flat land -
little site work 
Livestock pens isolated 
from residential 
areas 
Good access to by-pass 
Poor building exposure 
to by-pass, live-
stock pens visible 
from by-pass 
Limited plant expansion 
Too close to neighbor-
ing residential area 
Poor access for neigh-
borhood workers 
O SITE CONCEPT A 
0 
121 
PRO -
Good isolation of live-
stock pens 
CON -
Good relationship to 
neighboring resi-
dential areas 
Good building exposure 
to by-pass 
Makes use of existing 
roadbed for access 
land 
Relatively poor access 
for workers 
Expensive construction 
required to cross 
the ravine 
Vehicle circulation 
split by stream, two 
access roads required 
Possible conflict with 
power line easement 
and sanitary sewer 
Limited plant expan-
sion 
SITE CONCEPT B _ 
0 
PRO-
CON-
122 
Good relationship to 
neighboring resi-
dential areas 
Good location with 
respect to exist-
ing utilities 
Good isolation of live-
stock pens 
Good building exposure 
to by-pass 
Good potential for 
plan expansion 
Good access for neigh-
borhood workers 
Makes use of existing 
roadbed for access 
road 
Difficult slopes for 
vehicle circulation 
SITE CONCEPT c* 
*Site proposal chosen 
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Offal 
Boxing 
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PROCESS 
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The process model (Figu~e 12) illustrates the ad-
vantages in the use of straight line production for 
the rather c O~?l i c ate j processing done by Greenwood 
Packing. This type o! flow keeps production cross-
overs to a minimum, reduces material handlingr and 
allows expansion along the length of the process. 
The only disadvantage with straight-line production 
applied to the meat-packing process is the exces-
sive in-plant transportation to freezer and shipper 
cooler storage of certain products, such as fresh 
beef and fresh pork, completed early in the process. 
In order to reduce this in-plant movement of ma-
terials, products should either exit the building 
or be placed in storage at the point where that 
particular process is completed. To capture the 
advantages of straight-line flow and to take ad-
v~ntage of the rather steep slope of the site, the 
decision was made to make use of a two level design. 
The upper level is strictly a processing floor which 
uses gravity-feed conveyors to drop finished products 
from their final point in the disassembly process 
down to the lower level. The lower level has pro-
cessing and shipping areas for inedible products, 
and storage and shipping areas for edible products. 
LAYOUT 
BUILDING FORM 
STRUCTURE 
126 
To avoid conflict with finished products leaving the 
plant along the lower level of the downhill side, it 
is natural to introduce workers into the production 
areas along the uphill side of the plant. Therefore, 
the facilitx was laid out in three parts: the plant 
itself, a movement spine running the length of the 
plant, and the supporting elements,spread along this 
spine. 
To meet the demands of the meatpacking process, par-
ticularly the needs for cleanliness and lowered 
maintenance, the curved form is used. It aids 
sanitation, keeps industrial trucks from colliding 
with interior finishes and begins to represent ex-
ternally the nature of the internal process. 
To get a complete envelope with curved edges for the 
processing floor, a stressed skin made of aluminum 
is used. It would arrive in prefabricated sections 
and be assembled on site. The thickness of the 
stressed skin provides spaces for sufficient building 
insulation and allows flush mounting of all air re~ 
gisters, l i ghting , and other plant services. The 
s kin is h o ng f r om steel vierendeel trusses which 
span the l a teral dimension of the plant, reflecting 
ME C3.A."-i ICAL 
PSYCHO-SOCIAL 
127 
the horizontal zoning of departments on the produc-
tion floor. The exposed structure allows easy 
expansion along the entire length of the plant with-
out ever d i sturbing production, 
For maintenance and sanitation reasons, the mechani-
cal service lines are taken out of the production 
areas and placed in a mechanical loft above the 
production area. All lines are fed by a large orange 
mechanical shaft which originates in the mechanical 
plant and runs directly over the pedestrial move-
ment spine~ It feeds off services as they are needed 
along the length of the plant. 
To provide the worker with an identity as a member 
of a relatively small group, the locker areas were 
broken down by department. The clarity in layout 
removes all confusion for the worker in his route 
I 
from the plant entry to the worker areas to produc-
tion areas. The use of a completely glazed circula-
tion spine was intended to provide workers with 
psychological relief upon leaving the dark hostile 
packinghouse environment. Furthermore, to psycho- _ 
logically increase the temperature of the production 
areas, warm yellows, oranges, and reds are to be used; 
cooler blues and greens are to be used in unrefrig-
erated slaughtering and dressing areas. 
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